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Abstract
With the rapid development of motorization in our country, gated communities have become the obstacle of the
development of urban traffic network. In this paper, focusing on the impact of gated communities on the traffic
situation in surrounding area before and after it is opened, we firstly establish a comprehensive evaluation system
by fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method and then build up the improved NS model based on Cellular Automata,
which put forward the concept of internal road sharing rate in communities. Finally, we select the urban district of
different types and surrounding roads in Shanghai as a case, and through simulation and evaluation, we found that
the opening of communities is feasible. What’s more, compared with gated communities, the two-way 2-lane urban
opening communities have the most optimal effect on improving road capacity.
Keywords: cellular automata, improved ns model, fuzzy comprehensive evaluation
1. Introduction
For a long time, due to the impact of historical factors and planning system, closed residential area has become the
main form of China's urban residential area. With the rapid development of social economy and the continuous
expansion of urban scale, the urban traffic congestion problem in China is increasingly severe. Closed residential
area has destroyed the road network structure of urban, and blocked the city’s "capillaries", which is an important
factor of urban traffic congestion problems.
As the opening of closed residential area, Li Xiangpeng (2014) studied the closed-type residential areas suitable
for opening based on the specific distance between the internal and external roads. Yu Yong (2006) studied the
planning concept of "open blocks" in Europe and conducted a comparative analysis of urban housing construction
in China. Pucher J (2003) studied the theory of "neighborhood units" in order to provide a residential community
environment that is suitable for residents' lives, comfort, safety and complete facilities. Zhou and Bian (2000)
demonstrated the process and existing problems of the development of the residential area model of China using
the neighborhood unit as the prototype. Through the induction of the trend of foreign residential space construction
since the 1960s, the author puts forward some suggestions on the construction of residential areas in China. Miao
(2004) criticized the social problems arising from the closed residential area and proposed a planning model. Gao
and Zhang (2006) analyzed the reasons for the popularization of the closed residential area in China and discussed
its negative effects to the city. Li Jun (2007) thinks that the open community needs to grasp the appropriate level
by analyzing the security, road system, and public facilities of closed and open communities. Qin (2010) studied
the coordination between the closed residential area’s planning models and motorization of the current urban,
especially the rapid development of the car, and sought the balanced development between urban land planning
and urban traffic development.
This paper studied the effect of the traffic capacity of the surrounding area after opening the closed residential area,
and the effect of the open residential area is evaluated according to average passing speed, saturation, traffic density
and accumulation of passing time. The paper studied the influence of different geographical types and different
structures of surrounding road on the opening of the community in Shanghai.
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2. Method
2.1 Evaluation Index of Traffic Capacity
As an organic whole, the evaluation index should be able to reflect the dynamic changes of the traffic capacity and
the traffic system of the surrounding roads in residential area from different aspects (Li & Zhu et al, 2017).
Therefore, this paper chooses four indexes, that is, average passing speed, saturation, traffic density and
accumulation of passing time.
2.1.1 Average Passing Speed
Average passing speed refers to the average speed of all vehicles passing through the section of a highway, which
reflects the smoothness of the section. The specific formula is as follows:

1 n
(1)
 vi
n i =1
where, v is the average speed (in m/s)of all vehicles passing through the section of a highway; n is the
equivalent number of vehicles(in pcu) within the road; vi is the average speed of the i -th car in the section of a
highway(m/s).
v=

2.1.2 Saturation
Saturation is the ratio of actual traffic volume to traffic capacity, which reflects the extent of traffic congestion.
The specific formula is as follows:

V
(2)
C
where, P is saturation(in pcu/h); V is the actual traffic volume within the road(in pcu/h); C is the traffic
P=

capacity of the lane(in pcu/h).
In addition, the traffic capacity of the lane is calculated by

g
(3)
c
where, C is the traffic capacity of the lane(in pcu/h); s is the saturation flow rate of the lane (in pcu/h); g is
C = s*

the effective green time of the traffic lights (in s); c is the cycle length of the traffic lights (in s).
Combine equations (1) and (2), the saturation can be defined by

P=

V *c
s*g

(4)

2.1.3 Traffic Density
Traffic density refers to the number of vehicles on per unit length of a lane in a mount, which indicates the degree
of concentration of the vehicle. The specific formula is as follows:

n
(5)
a*L
where, K is traffic density (in pcu/m); n is the equivalent number of vehicles within the road(in pcu); a is the
K=

number of the lanes; L is the length of the section of a highway(in m).
2.1.4 Accumulation of Passing Time
Accumulation of Passing Time refers to the sum of the time of all vehicles on the road section, which reflects the
congestion status of the section. The specific formula is as follows:
n

T =  (Tiend − Tistart )

(6)

i =1

Where, T is accumulation of passing time; n is the equivalent number of vehicles within the road; Tistart is the
moment of the i -th car entered the road; Tiend is the moment of the i -th car driving out the road.
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2.2 Comprehensive Evaluation Index
Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation combines qualitative and quantitative factors to expand amount of information,
so that the evaluation dimension to improve and the evaluation conclusion credible (Wang & Liu, 2015). The
influence of the traffic on surrounding road after opening residential area is a relatively complex fuzzy system.
Based on the above evaluation index system, the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation can be used to evaluate it.

Step 1 : Determine a set of factors to evaluate the traffic of the surrounding roads on the residential area U
U = (u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 )

Where, u1 is average passing speed v ; u2 is saturation P ; u3 is traffic density K ;
passing time T .

(7)

u4 is accumulation of

Step 2 : Determine the strength level V
V = (v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 , v5 )

(8)

Where, V = (strongest, stronger, strong, weak, weaker), the corresponding values are 5, 4, 3, 2, 1.

Step 3 : Evaluating the single factor to determine the fuzzy evaluation matrix
 r11 r12 … r15

r r … r25
R =  21 22
…… ……

r r … r
45
 41 42
Where, rij is a subordinate relationship of



, 0 ≤ r ≤1
ij





(9)

ui in U to vi in V .

In this paper, it can be considered that the large Cauchy distribution function is suitable as the membership function
of the evaluation system. The specific formula is as follows:
1

,1 ≤ x ≤ 3

f ( x) = 1 + α ( x − β ) −2
η ⋅ lnx + φ ,
3≤ x ≤5


(10)

Where, α , β ,η , φ are undetermined parameters.
According to the actual analysis, when evaluate the impact of the traffic on surrounding road after opening
residential area, if the degree of influence is "strongest", then the membership degree is 0.9; if the degree of
influence is "stronger", then the membership degree is 0.6; if the degree of influence is "weak", then the
membership degree is 0.15. According to this can use MATLAB to find the value of α , β ,η , φ .

[α

β η φ ] = [114.06 -2.56 1.34 -1.26]

(11)

Step 4 : Determine the weight of evaluation
Substituting α , β ,η , φ into the large Cauchy distribution function, we can get the membership degree and the
normalized result of each evaluation index. The results are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. The Membership Degree and the Normalized Result of Each Evaluation Index
Evaluation Index
Intensity Values
Membership
Degree

Average Passing
Speed
stronger
0.6

Saturation

Traffic Density

weak

weak

Accumulation of
Passing Time
strongest

0.15

0.15

0.9
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0.083

0.500

From Table 1, we can get the vector of weight of evaluation:

A = [0.333 0.083 0.083 0.500]

(12)

Step 5 : Comprehensive Evaluation
In order to weaken the impact of dimension and order of magnitude, to highlight the effect of the evaluation
indicators, we need to pretreat the above four indicators.
(1)

Average Passing Speed

Considering that the average passing speed will increase with the improvement of the traffic condition to a certain
extent, we regard it as a greatest-type index. The specific formula is as follows:

Δv =

vnew − v0
v0

(13)

Where, v0 is the average passing speed in the initial state; vnew is the average passing speed after the traffic
change.
(2)

Saturation

Saturation will be reduced with the improvement of traffic conditions to some extent, that is, the smaller the better,
so it can be regarded as a minimal type indicator. The specific formula is as follows:
Δp =

p0 − pnew
p0

(14)

Where, p0 is the saturation in the initial state; pnew is the saturation after the traffic change.
(3)

Traffic Density and Accumulation of Passing Time

Traffic density and accumulation of passing time will be reduced with the improvement of traffic conditions to
some extent, that is, the smaller the better the indicators. They can be regarded as minimal type indicators, and the
preprocessing formulas are similar to saturation.
In summary, we can get the comprehensive evaluation index ( Score ). The specific formula is as follows:
Score = 0.333 ⋅ Δv + 0.083 ⋅ ΔP + 0.083 ⋅ ΔK + 0.500 ⋅ ΔT

(15)

Score is also a greatest-type index, which is shows the overall traffic condition around the surrounding roads of
the residential area. The greater the value, the stronger the traffic capacity of the road, that is, the traffic situation
is improved.

2.3 The Traffic Model of Roads around the Community
In this paper, we study the influence of community opening on the surrounding road traffic, introduce the cellular
automata model which can simulate various complicated traffic phenomena, and use the simulation results to
quantify the traffic capacity of the vehicle, so as to evaluate the opening effect more effectively and objectively. A
cellular automaton is a typical method for studying complex systems which is especially suitable for the study of
spatiotemporal dynamics of complex systems. The essence is a dynamic system evolved over discrete time
dimensions in a cell space with discrete and finite states according to certain local rules. In the field of vehicle
traffic, cellular automata are widely used as representatives of microscopic models. The application is mainly
divided into two categories: NS (or NaSch) model as the representative of the urban road traffic flow research;
BML model as the representative of the urban transport network research (Peng, Wu & Liu et al, 2015). This paper
mainly studies the influence of community opening on the surrounding roads, mainly to the traffic flow, and
weaken the structure of the traffic network, thus it is based on the NS model.
2.3.1 NS Model
The NS model makes the following abstracts for road traffic:
Using the one-dimensional discrete lattice chain which length is L to simulate the road, as the cell space, we take
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7.5m; Each grid represents a cell, at some point, the cell is empty or occupied by a vehicle; Array X ( n ) (t )
indicates the position of the nth car at the t moment of the grid point chain. Array V( n ) (t ) indicates the range of
vehicle speed, Vmax indicates the maximum speed,so the range of V( n ) (t ) is 0 ~ Vmax ,we take Vmax = 2 ,which
is the maximum speed is 54km / h . d ( n ) indicates the spacing of adjacent vehicles, d( n ) = X ( n +1) − X ( n ) − 1
All vehicles are in the same direction (such as right).

t time driving state: V1 = 1,V2 = 2, V3 = 1, V4 = 0

Figure 1. Initial state
Follow the rules below to update to the time t + 1
1) Acceleration process: Vn = min {Vmax ,Vn + 1} ,Vmax = 2
If the distance is appropriate, then the rear of the vehicle will be accelerated, which simulate the reality of the
driver's driving psychology;

Figure 2. Acceleration process
2) Deceleration process: Vn = min {Vn , d n − 1}
If the distance of the two cars before and after is too close, then the rear of the vehicle need to determine whether
there will be a collision to the current speed, only consider slowing;

Figure 3. Deceleration process
β

3) Random slow process: Vn = max {Vn − 1, 0} , rand1 ≤ β
The actual physiological - psychological factors of the proposed, due to various uncertainties, the vehicle may
slow down;

Figure 4. Slow process
4) Location update: X n = X n + Vn
Having considered the changes of current moment, update the location of the vehicle, showing the next moment
of road traffic situation.

Figure 5. Location update
So far, we get the travel situation of vehicles at a certain moment on the road.
2.3.2 The Exaltation of the Basic Mode of the Main Road
The actual phenomenon of overtaking and the driver's ability to judge the road conditions will have a great impact
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on the state of the vehicle operation. In order to overcome the limitations of traditional NS model, this paper
proposed the following lane overtaking rules combined with the driver's driving psychology (Li, Qu & Liu, 2016).
Prepare for lane change

Figure 6. Prepare for lane change
If a car is followed by a car in front, it is a prerequisite for considering the lane change, and then considers the
probability that the driver wishes to pass over the track, which sets to α. According to experience, take α = 0.8.
Reversing conditions
a. According to the road traffic rules of motor vehicle, the driver priority to turn left when he lane overtaking. If
there is no car on the left, then the driver will turn left.

Figure 7. Turn left
b．If there is a car on the left, then determine whether there is a car on the right. If there is no car on the right, then
the driver will change the right way.

Figure 8. Turn right
c．If there is a car on both sides, then it is a failure.

Figure 9. Lane failure
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2.3.3 The Driving Mode of Community T-Shaped Intersection
The paper study of the surrounding roads of the district, considering that the car within the district enter or leave
the surrounding roads from the cell door, that is, produced a T-shaped intersection in the cell door, in order to
prevent traffic congestion, we think that the vehicle to enter and exit the district can only turn right. Accordingly,
this article introduces the T-type intersection access rules.

Figure 10. Traffic sketch map of T-junction
1) Enter the district
When the car arrival position C, consider whether to enter the district, if you intend to enter the district, issue a
right turn signal.

Figure 11. Into the district
In the position C of the vehicle, the states of the surrounding road after enter the district.

Figure 12. T-junction location update
2) Enter the surrounding road
In the location B, that is, the vehicle in the cell door, determine whether you can turn right into the surrounding
roads.

Figure 13. Ready to leave the district
a.

If there is no car in position A and position C at this time, then the car at position B will send a right turn
signal, and if the position D has a car at this point, it will decelerate to the C position and let the car of position
B turn right.
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Figure 14. T-junction location update
b. If the position A does not have a car and the car at position C has issued a right turn signal, then the vehicle
at position B sends a right turn signal and the vehicle at position D will decelerate.

Figure 15. Ready to leave the district

Figure 16. T-junction location update
Among them, the probability of right turn signal issue is based on Poisson distribution.
2.3.4 The Sharing Rate of the Open District to the Surrounding Road Traffic Flow
After the opening of the district, some of the vehicles on the surrounding roads will pass from within the district.
The influence of the width of the road and the structure on the speed of the road cannot be neglected. However,
this paper focuses on the change of the traffic capacity of the surrounding roads, thus, the concept of sharing rate,
that is, the internal road of the district is abstracted, measure its share of traffic flow ratio by calculating its road
area to the proportion of the total area of the surrounding road, which can make the model used more widely.
According to the "Urban Residential Area Planning and Design Code" published in 2002, the proportion of road
in the district should be 9% ~ 17% (Ministry of Construction of the People's Republic of China, 1994). However,
actually, the land use of the residential area which includes some land for pedestrian or vehicle mix and the "broken
head" road and so on, so convert the district's internal road into the surrounding road, the corresponding area:
sx → y = s × γ × k

(16)

Among them, s x → y indicates the area within the district converted into the surrounding roads, s indicates the
actual area of the cell, γ represents the proportion of the land area of the cell, and k represents the proportion of
the part that can be allowed to pass the external vehicle
Convert the district internal road into the surrounding roads using the above formula, use the proportional
relationship to calculate the external traffic flow rate directly:

θ=

sx → y
s y + sx → y

(17)

Here, θ represents the sharing rate of the traffic path, s y indicates the area of the surrounding road, and s x → y
expresses the area of the internal road which is converted into the area of the external main road.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1 The Effect of Different Types of the Opening Residential Area
3.1.1 Construct Different Types of the Residential Area
In the study of the effect of the traffic capacity of the surrounding area after opening the closed residential area,
the division of the type of the residential area is not the internal structure, but rather the residential area and the
surrounding traffic as a whole, which shows a large difference in the city, suburbs and rural areas. Therefore, this
paper draws on the urban, suburban and rural areas of Chengdu as a blueprint, and takes the average of the
residential area of the same area as the residential area of the area to construct three types of residential area. In
this paper, the residential areas are abstracted as rectangles, which the aspect ratio is golden ratio. The data of the
constructed residential areas are shown in Table 2
Table 2. Construct Basic Information for Different Types of the Residential Areas
Residential Area Type

Area

Length

Width

Urban

34602

237

146

Rural

54648

297

184

Suburban

109200

420

260

According to the requirements for road area ratio within the residential area, this paper take its value of 0.13. Based
on design specifications of different levels of roads, we define the width of each lane is 3.5 meters, and set the
surrounding road of the residential area to two-way lane. So we can get the area of the inner lane and the
surrounding main lane on the residential area, and the traffic mode share of the residential area to the main road
lane. The results are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. The Surrounding Area of the Residential Area and the Traffic Mode Sharing
the Area of Residential Area

Urban

Rural

Suburban

Area of Available Roads

1349

2132

4258

2730

3416

4809

0.3307

0.3843

0.4696

Area of surrounding roads
Traffic Mode Sharing

3.1.2 Simulation Results of the Three Types of Residential Area
This paper takes the early peak as the research perspective, and uses the improved NS model which is based on
cellular automata to simulate three types of residential areas with MATLAB software. We get the value of the
relevant index of the three residential areas before and after opening. The results are shown in Table 4.
Table 4. The Value of the Relevant Index of the Three Residential Areas
Type

Urban

Suburban

Index
Average Passing
Speed
Saturation
Traffic Density
Accumulation of
Passing Time
Average Passing
Speed

Before Opening

After Opening

Percent of
Improvement

33.75

35.25

4.30%

0.41

0.40

1.73%

0.16

0.17

-3.85%

17353

14932

13.95%

34.78

36.13

3.88%
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Saturation

0.39

0.38

2.56%

Traffic Density
Accumulation of
Passing Time
Average Passing
Speed
Saturation

0.15

0.16

-6.67%

20626

19257

6.64%

34.83

36.17

4.09%

0.4

0.39

1.76%

0.17

0.16

1.50%

17967

16794

6.53%

Traffic Density
Accumulation of
Passing Time

Based on Table 4, average passing speed, saturation and accumulation of passing time of the three different types
of the residential area have been improved in different degrees after opening. Thanks to some vehicles can enter
the residential area, the surrounding roads become smoother, thereby increasing the average speed of the vehicle;
In addition, it has a diversion of traffic on the surrounding roads, which is reducing its actual traffic, thereby
reducing its saturation and the passage of time on it. In addition to the residential areas of rural, the traffic density
of surrounding roads are increased in urban and suburban after opening, it is due to there are more owners in the
residential areas of urban and suburban, there will be more vehicles drive out of the residential area, leading to the
vehicle is more intensive at the exits.
According to the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation, we get the value of Score of different types of residential
areas after calculation. The results are shown in Table 5.
Table 5. The Value of Score of Different Types of Residential Areas
Type
Score

Urban
8.23%

Suburban
4.27%

Rural
4.90%

Based on Table 5, we can see that the traffic capacity of surrounding roads of the residential areas are improved
different after opening in different geographical. Among them, urban residential area has the best effect in it, which
is up to 8.23%. In the city, the traffic of surrounding roads of the residential area are surge in the rush hours, it can
share the traffic on the surrounding roads, whereby easing the traffic pressure significantly after opening internal
driveways of the residential areas. The value of Scores of the residential areas of suburban and rural are 4.27%
and 4.90%, which are lower than urban. It is because of the traffic less in suburban and rural, which are more open
before opening.
3.2 The Influence of Surrounding Road Structure on the Opening Effect of Community
This paper takes the urban community as an example to study the change of the capacity of surrounding roads
before and after the opening of the community under different lane numbers. Referring to China's "Design Criteria
for Residential Areas", it can be seen that the road around the community exit may be 2 lanes to 8 lanes. According
to the formula of sharing rate, the traffic sharing rate of surrounding roads after opening the urban community
under different lane numbers can be calculated, as shown in following table 6.
Table 6. Traffic Sharing Rate of Urban Community under Different Lanes Count

Traffic Mode
Share

Lanes Count

Urban

Suburban

Rural

2 Lanes
4 Lanes

0.3307

0.4696

0.3843

0.1953

0.3047

0.2353

6 Lanes

0.1372

0.2244

0.1682

8 Lanes

0.1049

0.1768

0.1301

According to the improved NS model based on cellular automata, we use the MATLAB software to simulate
different lanes. The results are shown in Table 7 and Table 8.
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Table 7. Evaluation indicators when the surrounding road structure changes
Lanes Count
Average speed
saturation
Traffic Density
Total transit
time

Before opening the community
Lanes2 Lanes4 Lanes6 Lanes8
33.75
34.56
34.56
34.83
0.4
0.42
0.43
0.42
0.16
0.17
0.17
0.17

After opening the community
Lanes2 Lanes4 Lanes6 Lanes8
35.37
35.1
34.83
35.37
0.4
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.16
0.17
0.17
0.17

17353

14932

38490

61847

85431

35776

57945

79353

When the lanes count is lanes 2, the effect of improving the surrounding road capacity after opening the community
is more obvious, reaching 8.23%. This is due to the fact that under this condition, the number of lanes is small,
and the internal roads in the community can be diverted in time, thereby effectively alleviating the congestion of
surrounding roads. However, the improving effects of lanes 4, lanes 6 and lanes 8 are not satisfactory. This is
because when increasing lanes count continually, the traffic volume generated per hour remains constant, so that
the proportion of traffic in each lane will decrease, that is, the traffic conditions of the roads around the community
will be better. If the re-opening of the community is carried out at this time, there will be little effect.
Table 8. Percentage Improvement of Evaluation Indicators Before and After Opening Community
Lanes Count

Lanes 2

Lanes 4

Lanes 6

Lanes 8

ΔScore

8.23%

4.06%

3.75%

4.02%

When the lanes count is lanes 2, the effect of improving the surrounding road capacity after opening the community
is more obvious, reaching 8.23%. This is due to the fact that under this condition, the number of lanes is small,
and the internal roads in the community can be diverted in time, thereby effectively alleviating the congestion of
surrounding roads. However, the improving effects of lanes 4, lanes 6 and lanes 8 are not satisfactory. This is
because when increasing lanes count continually, the traffic volume generated per hour remains constant, so that
the proportion of traffic in each lane will decrease, that is, the traffic conditions of the roads around the community
will be better. If the re-opening of the community is carried out at this time, there will be little effect.
4. Conclusion
To some historic reasons, the concept of gated communities has been widely accepted in the society, which makes
the public ignore that the private road inside districts has become a stubborn obstacle in the development of urban
road network. The concept of opening community will play a role as “blood capillary” in urban transportation
network. From the macro perspective, it is undoubtedly an important measure to improve the urban living standards,
which is an important measure to improve the quantity of city life. This paper studies the influence of the opening
of the district on the capacity of the surrounding roads to evaluate the effect of the opening. First of all, we select
a number of important traffic congestion indicators, and establish a comprehensive evaluation index system. Then,
we improved the classic NS model, establish the changing-lane rules and the non-control T-insertion traffic rules,
the and put forward the concept of sharing rate. Finally, we choose the city districts of different geographical types
and different peripheral road structures in Shanghai as a case. Through analysis, simulation and comparison, we
find that it is feasible to build up opening communities.
As the opening of districts will inevitably have some impact on residential owners, we will also evaluate the effect
of residential opening with non-traffic indicators, such as mass satisfaction and economic benefits in the future
research. In addition, this paper sets the probability of stochastic slowdown as constant, thus we ignore the fact
that the moderating probability will increase with the increase of vehicle flow rate. Therefore, we can find the
inherent relationship between the moderating probability and traffic flow through simulation and fitting, resulting
that the model is more practical.
In this paper, we improve the classical Cellular Automaton NS model, consider the driving behavior of car
overtaking, and study the traffic situation of T-junction in detail and finally get the model of the surrounding road
traffic problems before and after the complete residential area is opened. Furthermore, we also put forward the
concept of sharing rate, abstract the inner road of the district and creatively combine the district and the surrounding
road into a whole. Therefore, the model built in this paper can be widely extended to all kinds of complex internal
structure of the districts and undoubtedly, the effect of the opening of the community has practical reference
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significance.
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